
Science 7
Practice Worksheet :  Branches of Science

1st Quarter, A.Y. 2014 – 2015 

Name ___________________________________________________ Score ____________________
Class __________________________________________________ Date _____________________
Teacher's Name  __________________________________________

1.  Complete the statement below.

      Science is the _________________ study about the _________________ and _________________ world 
      around us through _________________, _________________,and _________________.  Through this 
      study, scientists develop a body of _________________ _________________ that helps us understand the 
      world around us.
      
2.  Identify the branches of Science described in the statements below.  Misspelled answers will be considered    
     wrong. 

      _________________a.  study of the moon, stars, planets and other bodies in space
      _________________b.  study about the earth's layers and its history
      _________________c.  a branch of life science that studies all the living things and their internal processes
      _________________d.  a branch of life science that focuses on the study of animals
      _________________e.  a branch of geology that studies about earthquakes and earth's crust's movement
      _________________f.  study of the weather and the condition of the atmosphere
      _________________g.  study of the ocean, seas and all marine life
      _________________h.  study of the relationship between the earth's physical features and the forces that 

       make or change them
      _________________i.  study of matter and substances and the changes that happen when these subtances 

      combine or react with other substances
      _________________j.  a branch of biology that studies on plants 
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